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a b s t r a c t

From the literature, we found that PGV–PD3 regressions for on-site earthquake early warning (EEW) can
be quite different depending on the presumption whether or not PGV–PD3 data from different regions
should be “mixable” in regression analyses. As a result, this becomes a source of epistemic uncertainty in
the selection of a PGV–PD3 empirical relationship for on-site EEW. This study is aimed at examining the
influence of this epistemic uncertainty on EEW decision-making, and demonstrating it with an example
on the use of PGV–PD3 models developed with data from Taiwan, Japan, and Southern California. The
analysis shows that using the “global” PGV–PD3 relationship for Southern California would accompany a
more conservative EEW decision-making (i.e., early warning is activated more frequently) than using the
local empirical model developed with the PGV–PD3 data from Southern California only. However, the
influence of this epistemic uncertainty on EEW is not that obvious for the cases of Taiwan and Japan.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Earthquake prediction has been proved a controversial subject
given those recent catastrophic earthquakes unpredicted [1].
Under the circumstances, alternatives such as seismic hazard
analysis and earthquake early warning are accepted as a more
practical approach for earthquake risk mitigation [1–8]. In short,
seismic hazard analysis is to best estimate an earthquake ground
motion at the site with earthquake data such as seismicity and
fault locations; by contrast, earthquake early warning is a real-
time approach sending out warning messages and taking timely
responses before the arrival of destructive motions.

Uncertainty plays a key role in an analysis and decision-
making. Nowadays, two types of uncertainty are generally cate-
gorized [9]. The first is the aleatory uncertainty resulting from
natural randomness, such as random earthquake sizes and loca-
tions. In contrast, the other type is the epistemic uncertainty
owing to our imperfect knowledge, and a common instance about
epistemic uncertainty in earthquake studies is in the selections of
suitable ground motion models for a specific application given so
many empirical models are available [10–13].

Some assessments have considered both uncertainties during an
earthquake analysis, and one of the examples is Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Analysis (PSHA) [14,15]. In a PSHA study, the aleatory

uncertainty in earthquake sizes and locations is considered and
governed by the best-estimate probability density functions devel-
oped. On the other hand, the epistemic uncertainty such as selecting
ground motion models is taken into account by using a logic-tree
analysis to integrate multiple models in the analysis.

On the use of an empirical relationship, on-site earthquake early
warning (EEW) is to utilize initial motions that have been detected to
predict the peak motion arriving a few seconds later at the site.
Understandably, when the expected peak motion is relatively large,
earthquake early warning will be activated for the site. However,
since the empirical model is developed with earthquake data subject
to some natural randomness, inevitably the empirical model is
associated with some error (i.e., aleatory uncertainty). In a recent
study, this aleatory uncertainty in on-site EEW was specifically
discussed, as well as its influence on EEW decision-making. Accord-
ingly, the study suggested a probability-based decision-making
framework for on-site EEW, considering the error of the empirical
model owing to the aleatory uncertainty in earthquake data [16].

By contrast, this paper is aimed at discussing the epistemic
uncertainty in on-site earthquake early warning. Like the previous
study discussing the aleatory uncertainty, we also used the PD3–
PGV empirical model (model details were given in the following
section) as an example to discuss a source of epistemic uncertainty
in on-site EEW (i.e., whether or not PGV–PD3 earthquake data are
“mixable” in an analysis), as well as its influence on EEW decision-
making for three regions (i.e., Southern California, Japan, Taiwan).
The analysis shows that when earthquake data is considered
“mixable”, the empirical model developed would lead to a more
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“conservative” decision-making scheme for on-site EEW systems
in Southern California, than using the model developed with local
earthquake data only, considering PGV–PD3 data from different
regions should not be mixable in developing an EEW empirical
relationship for a specific region.

2. Overview of the PGV–PD3 empirical model

As mentioned previously, on-site earthquake early warning is on
the basis of using an empirical model to predict the magnitude of
peak motions arriving a few seconds later given early motions that
have been detected. Based on data on 780 earthquakes from Taiwan,
Japan, and Southern California, Wu and Kanamori (2008) proposed
an empirical relationship between first-three second ground displa-
cement (PD3) and peak ground velocity (PGV) for on-site earthquake
early warning. In their study, although the PGV–PD3 samples of
Southern California are quite different from those in Taiwan and
Japan in terms of their magnitudes, the data from the three regions
were considered “mixable.” Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1, an
empirical PD3–PGV model based on the mixed data from the three
regions was then developed as Eq. 1, and this “global” model would
be employed for the development of an on-site EEW for any region in
the world, including Southern California:

logPGV¼ 1:52þ0:81� logPD370:32 ð1Þ
where PGV and PD3 are in cm/s and cm, respectively; the term
70.32 is the model error or the standard deviation of the error term
ε in a regression model.

3. An epistemic uncertainty in developing the PGV–PD3
relationship for Southern California

However, from Fig. 2 we can see more clearly that the PGV–PD3
samples in Southern California would present a different group of
data from those in Taiwan and Japan. As a result, for developing an
on-site EEW for the regions around Southern California, one could
consider the data should not be “mixable” given the difference,
and suggest that an on-site EEW for Southern California should be
present on the basis of using a PGV–PD3 empirical model devel-
oped with those local data only, like the following equation:

logPGV¼ 1:02þ0:59� logPD370:34 ð2Þ
As a result, the two models (i.e., Eqs. 1 and 2) from different
perspectives are causing an epistemic uncertainty as for the
selection of a PD3–PGV relationship for developing on-site EEW

for a target area (Southern California in this example), given our
current understandings could not verify whether or not PD3–PGV
datasets from different regions should be “mixable” in an analysis
such as regression. Nevertheless, this paper is not aimed at
verifying this question. Instead, the following sections would
present and discuss the influence of this epistemic uncertainty
on on-site EEW, which is the scope and novelty of this paper.

4. The probability distribution of Y given a new observation xn

on the use of a regression model

On the use of a regression model Y ¼ f ðxÞ7ε developed with n
samples, the forecast of Y given a new observation xn is a random
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Fig. 1. The PGV–PD3 data from three regions, and the “global” regression model
developed with the mixed data.
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Fig. 2. The PGV–PD3 data from the three regions, and the three respective “local”
regression models.
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variable following the t-distribution governed by sample size n,
model error ε, etc. (the complete algorithm is given in the
Appendix A). As a result, for this EEW study the two probability
distributions of PGV given PD3¼1 cm are shown in Fig. 3, on the
use of the “global” regression model developed with the data from
three regions (i.e., Eq. (1)), and on the use of the “SC” model (i.e.,
Eq. (2)) developed with the data in Southern California only.

From this example, we can see that the distributions of PGV given
PD3¼1 cm are quite different given the “global” model or the “SC”
model was used. As a result, selecting a PGV–PD3 relationship among
the two models for developing on-site EEW for Southern California is
an epistemic uncertainty, and its influence on the PGV forecast could
be substantial like the example shown in Fig. 3.

5. Probability-based decision-making framework for on-site
EEW

To incorporate the model error of a PD3–PGV relationship into
on-site EEW decision-making, the study discussing the aleatory
uncertainty in on-site EEW suggested a probability-based deci-
sion-making framework, on the basis of a small exceedance
probability (say 1%) that the design PGV would be exceeded by
the actual PGV arriving later [16]. In other words, if the PGV
exceedance probability given a PD3 value that has been detected is
greater than the probability threshold, earthquake early warning is
needed; otherwise it is not needed. Furthermore, the so-called
critical PD3 value can be back calculated, and when the PD3
detected is greater than the critical PD3, earthquake early warning
is needed; otherwise it is not needed.

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating such a probability-
based decision-making framework for on-site EEW. At PD3 equal
to the critical PD3 value, the probability distribution of PGV shown
in Fig. 4 can be computed, and on this condition the PGV
exceedance probability is equal to a small probability threshold
prescribed. Understandably, when a PD3 value detected is greater
than the critical PD3, the PGV distribution will shift to the right,
and the PGV exceedance probability will exceed the threshold
prescribed, and earthquake early warning is then activated.

6. The critical PD3 values for Southern California

Given PGV exceedance probability threshold as 1% and a
structure's design PGVs equal to 100, 150, 200, and 250 cm/s, this

section presents the calculations of critical PD3 values on the use
of the “global” and “SC” empirical relationships. As shown in Fig. 5,
the critical PD3 is 0.48 cm given design PGV¼100 cm/s on the use
of the “global” model (i.e., logPGV¼ 1:52þ0:81� logPD370:32),
which is lower than the critical PD3 of 2.06 cm calculated with the
“SC” model (logPGV¼ 1:02þ0:59� logPD370:34). As for the
other three PGV design values, the critical PD3 values on the
basis of the “global” model are also lower than those using
the “SC” model. As a result, on this condition (i.e., exceedance
probability¼1%) the on-site earthquake early warning should be
activated more frequently when the “global” model is adopted,
given a lower critical PD3 value that is attained. In other words,
using the “global” PD3–PGV relationship for developing on-site
EEW for Southern California is considered more “conservative”
than using the empirical relationship developed with local earth-
quake data only.

Besides, we found that at a given probability threshold¼1%, the
differences in the critical PD3 could be quite substantial especially
when the design PGV is large. For example, given a structure's
design PGV¼250 cm/s, the on-site EEW using the “global” PGV–
PD3 model will be activated as long as the PD3 detected is higher
than the critical value of 1.5 cm, but the EEW using the “SC” model
will be activated when PD3 is greater than 9.8 cm, a much higher
threshold than 1.5 cm in the other option.
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Southern California.
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Fig. 4. A schematic diagram illustrating the probability-based decision-making for
activating on-site earthquake early warning.
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7. The critical PD3 values for Japan and Taiwan

Repeating the calculations, Fig. 6 shows the critical PD3 on the use
of a local PGV–PD3 empirical model (i.e., logPGV¼ 1:52þ0:41�
logPD370:34) developed with the data from Japan shown in
Fig. 2b. With the empirical relationship, the critical PD3 was found
equal to 0.17 cm given design PGV¼100 cm/s and exceedance
probability threshold¼1%, which is lower than the critical PD3 value
of 0.47 cm calculated with the “global” model. As a result, for
developing an on-site EEW for Japan, using the “Japan” PGV–PD3
relationship is considered more conservative than using the “global”
model, based on the critical PD3 values of the two options shown in
Fig. 6.

Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the critical PD3 on the use of the PGV–
PD3 empirical model (i.e., logPGV¼ 1:52þ0:41� logPD370:34)
developed with the data from Taiwan shown in Fig. 2a. Similar to
the “California” case shown in Fig. 5, using the “global” model for
Taiwan is more conservative (i.e., EEW is activated more fre-
quently) than using the “Taiwan” PGV–PD3 relationship developed
with local data only. However, it is worth noting that the
differences in critical PD3 calculations between the two options
are not significant in this case. In other words, the influence of the
epistemic uncertainty in the selections of the global or local PGV–
PD3 models on on-site EEW in Taiwan is not as substantial as that
for Southern California.

8. Summary and conclusions

In the developing of a PGV–PD3 empirical model for on-site
earthquake early warning, whether or not PGV–PD3 data from
different regions could be mixable in an analysis is a source of
epistemic uncertainty, not to mention from the PGV–PD3 datasets
from Southern California are quite different from those in Taiwan
and Japan. As a result, for developing on-site EEW for a target
region, using a local PGV–PD3 model or a global relationship are
equally convincing, depending on the presumption whether PGV–
PD3 data from different regions are mixable or not, a source of
epistemic uncertainty in on-site earthquake early warning.

On the basis of the PGV–PD3 data from Taiwan, Japan, and
Southern California in the literature, we found that the influence of
the epistemic uncertainty on EEW activations in Southern California
is more significant than in Japan and Taiwan. To be more specific,
using the “global” PGV–PD3 model developed with mixed data from
the three regions would accompany a lower critical PD3 than using
the local empirical relationship developed with the data in Southern
California only. In other words, the on-site EEW will be activated
more frequently given the “global” model is used, which is consid-
ered a more conservative decision-making scheme, in a comparison
to the use of the PGV–PD3 relationship developed with the local data
from Southern California.

On the contrary, the analysis shows that for the regions around
Japan, using the local PGV–PD3 relationship will accompany a
more conservative decision-making for EEW activations, in a
comparison to the use of the “global” model. However, the
differences in critical PD3 values in this case are less significant
than that in Southern California. In other words, the influence of
the epistemic uncertainty in choosing the local or global model on
earthquake early warning in Japan is less obvious than its
influence on the case of Southern California. Similarly, the influ-
ence of this epistemic uncertainty on on-site EEW in Taiwan is not
that obvious either, given a small difference in critical PD3 values
calculated with the local or “global” PGV–PD3 relationship.
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Appendix A. The distribution of forecast Y given a new
observation xn

Given n samples (x1, y1) to (xn, yn), a simple linear regression
model between X and Y can be developed as Y ¼ β0þβ1xn7ε,
where ε is the model standard deviation. According to probability
and statistics, the variance of Y given a new observation xn is as
follows [17]:

V ½Yxn � ¼ ε2
"
1þ1

n
þðxn�xÞ2

Sxx

#
ðA:1Þ

where x is the average of x1 … xn, and Sxx is equal to

Sxx ¼ ∑
n

i ¼ 1
ðxi�xÞ2 ðA:2Þ

Besides, a standardized variable T can be expressed as follows:

T ¼ Yxn �ðβ0þβ1xnÞ
ε

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þð1=nÞþððxn�xÞ2=SxxÞ

q ðA:3Þ

where T follows a t-distribution with degree of freedom of n�2.
As a result, the distribution of Yxn (the forecast Y given a new
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Fig. 6. Critical PD3 calculations given PGV exceedance probability as 1% and the
four design PGVs, on the use of the “global” and “Japan” PGV–PD3 relationships.
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observation xn) and the exceedance probability PrðYxn 4ynÞ can be
computed accordingly.
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